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In this enlightening and gracefully written study, Susan Miller examines shame in a variety of clinical
contexts en route to a richer understanding of shame dynamics.  Miller attends especially to the role of shame
in creating and maintaining character pathology and devotes separate sections of the book to shame in the
context of obsessive-compulsive, narcissistic, and masochistic personality organizations.  Within each of
these clinical contexts, a chapter of theoretical discussion is followed by a chapter of engaging case
examples. 

Integral to Shame in Context is Miller's informed and thoughtful critique of current theories about shame,
including those of Broucek, Morrison, Schore, Wurmser, Nathanson, and Kinston.  In reviewing the
contributions of these and other writers, she is most concerned with achieving a balanced comprehension of
shame that incorporates the insights of different theoretical perspectives without embracing the selective
emphases of any one investigator or school of thought.  Like Freud, she appreciates the defensive utility of
shame, but she attends equally to the painful and at times pathogenic acpects of shame experiences.  In line
with more recent shame literature, she emphasizes the pathogenicity of early shaming, but she is equally
sensitive to the role of shame in sustaining character defenses.  And she goes beyond the purview of other
shame researchers in examining the ways in which individuals unconsciously seek to maintain shame
experiences when these experiences sustain their personality organizations. 

Offering a critical evaluation and synthesis of contemporary shame theories, and culminating in a balanced
clinical understanding of shame in its various contexts, Shame in Context takes its place as, in the words of
Frances Broucek, "the most sophisticated and definitive clinical study of shame to date." 
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From reader reviews:

Susie Vadnais:

The book Shame in Context gives you the sense of being enjoy for your spare time. You should use to make
your capable much more increase. Book can to be your best friend when you getting strain or having big
problem together with your subject. If you can make studying a book Shame in Context to get your habit,
you can get far more advantages, like add your own capable, increase your knowledge about several or all
subjects. You can know everything if you like available and read a reserve Shame in Context. Kinds of book
are a lot of. It means that, science book or encyclopedia or other individuals. So , how do you think about
this book?

Miriam Ellis:

As people who live in the actual modest era should be revise about what going on or information even
knowledge to make these individuals keep up with the era which is always change and move ahead. Some of
you maybe can update themselves by reading books. It is a good choice for you but the problems coming to
you actually is you don't know what type you should start with. This Shame in Context is our
recommendation to help you keep up with the world. Why, as this book serves what you want and need in
this era.

Charlie Seymour:

Playing with family in a park, coming to see the water world or hanging out with buddies is thing that
usually you have done when you have spare time, then why you don't try issue that really opposite from that.
A single activity that make you not sense tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller coaster you are ride on
and with addition associated with. Even you love Shame in Context, you are able to enjoy both. It is fine
combination right, you still would like to miss it? What kind of hang-out type is it? Oh come on its mind
hangout fellas. What? Still don't have it, oh come on its referred to as reading friends.

Jessica Duncan:

On this era which is the greater particular person or who has ability in doing something more are more
special than other. Do you want to become one among it? It is just simple strategy to have that. What you
need to do is just spending your time very little but quite enough to get a look at some books. Among the
books in the top collection in your reading list will be Shame in Context. This book and that is qualified as
The Hungry Inclines can get you closer in becoming precious person. By looking up and review this book
you can get many advantages.
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